Routing policies or path inflation can give rise to violations of the Triangle Inequality with respect to delay (RTTs) in the Internet. In network coordinate systems, such Triangle Inequality Violations (TIVs) will introduce inaccuracy, as nodes in this particular case could not be embedded into any metric space. In this paper, we consider these TIVs as an inherent and natural property of the Internet; rather than trying to remove them, we consider characterizing them and mitigating their impact on distributed coordinate systems. In a first step, we study TIVs existing in the Internet, using different metrics in order to quantify various levels of TIVs' severity. Our results show that path lengths do have an effect on the impact of these TIVs. In particular, the shorter the link between any two nodes is, the less severe TIVs involved in are. In a second step, we do leverage our study to reduce the impact of TIVs on coordinate systems. We focus on the particular case of the Vivaldi coordinate system and we explore how TIVs may impact its accuracy and stability. In particular, we observed correlation between the (in)stability and high effective error of nodes' coordinates with respect to their involvement in TIVs situations. We finally propose a Two-Tier architecture opposed to a flat structure of Vivaldi that do mitigate the effect of TIVs on the distances predictions.
However, proximity measurements, based on repeated pair-wise distance measurements between nodes, can prove to be very onerous in terms of measurement overheads. Indeed, the existence of several overlays simultaneously can result in significant bandwidth consumption by proximity measurements (i.e. ping storms) carried out by individual overlay nodes [3] . Also, measuring and tracking proximity within a rapidly changing group requires high frequency measurements.
To palliate such problems, Internet coordinate systems [4, 5] have been introduced. These systems embed latency measurements amongst samples of a node population into a metric space and associate a network coordinate vector (or coordinate in short) in this metric space with each node, with a view to enable accurate and cheap distance (i.e. latency) predictions amongst any pair of nodes in the population.
However, Internet latencies , due to routing policies or path inflation [6] , do sometimes violate the triangle inequalities which must hold in a metric space. Such Triangle Inequality Violations (TIV) could be a major barrier for the accuracy of Internet coordinate systems. Suppose we have a network with 3 
nodes A, B and C, where d(A, B) is 1 ms, d(B, C) is 2 ms, and d(A, C) is 5 ms, with d(X, Y) denoting the measured delay between X and Y. The triangle inequality is violated because d(A, B) + d(B, C) < d(A, C).
Such violations make coordinates embedding of network distances less accurate. When faced with these TIVs, coordinate systems resolve them by forcing edges to shrink or to stretch in the embedding space; this intuitively results in oscillations of the embedded coordinates, and thus causes large distance prediction errors. Indeed, ultimately Internet coordinate systems are used to estimate distances between nodes, based on their coordinates only, even and all the more so if these nodes have never exchanged a distance measurement probe. Both a reasonably stable and an accurate coordinate should then be computed.
A few works considered removal (or at least the exclusion) of the Triangle Inequality violator nodes from the system to decrease the embedding distortion [7, 8] . However, we claim that sacrificing even a small fraction of nodes, is not arguable since TIVs are an inherent and natural property of the Internet; rather than trying to remove them, we consider characterizing them and mitigating their impact on distributed coordinate systems. A recent work [9] proposes also to remove from the set of neighbors, nodes that under estimate their actual distances to others. These nodes are assumed to be involved in TIVs situations, and need to be removed. This approach however restricts the neighborhood selection to the closest nodes, depriving the coordinate systems from a desirable property, namely the hybrid selection of neighbors.
In this paper, we first study the distributions of TIVs existing in the Internet, and we characterize their severity using different metrics. One of our findings is that longer edges cause more severe TIVs. That is to say, that considering shorter paths as measurement samples in coordinate systems would less likely lead to severe TIVs. Based on this insight, we do leverage our study to reduce the impact of TIVs on coordinate systems. To illustrate our results, we focus on the Vivaldi coordinate system, as a prominent representative of purely peer-to-peer (i.e. without infrastructure support) based coordinate systems. We then study the ways in which TIVs impact the Vivaldi coordinate system. We showed that TIVs seriously impact the embedding accuracy and coordinates stability. In fact, we observed that nodes that are more involved in TIVs situations are twice less accurate. These nodes' coordinates have also been shown to have oscillations of larger amplitudes. We finally propose a Two-Tier architecture opposed to a flat structure of Vivaldi, based on the clustering of nodes. Inside these clusters, nodes compute coordinates to predict local distances, and keep predicting distances to nodes outside their clusters based on the original 'flat Vivaldi'. This hierarchical approach do mitigate the effect of TIVs on the distances predictions, and allows nodes to embed short distances with very low relative errors.
Analysis of triangle inequalities in the Internet
We used the p2psim data (1740 nodes) [10] and Meridian data (2500 nodes) [11] to model Internet latency based on real world measurements. These data sets are obtained following the King [12] measurement technique. King is a technique (similar to ping) that estimates the latency between arbitrary end hosts by using recursive DNS queries. Based on these delay matrix, we study through different metrics the violations of the Triangle Inequality, and characterize their severity and distribution according to path lengths.
Severity metrics
Previous studies [13, 6, 14] have reported characteristics of TIVs in the Internet delay space by triangulation ratio distribution and the fraction of triangles that suffer from TIVs. Let us consider a triangle ABC. By convention, AB is always the longest edge of a triangle. If d(A, B) > (d(A, C) + d(C, B)), then ABC is called a TIV, because the triangle inequality is violated. Note that it is enough to consider the inequality with respect to the longest edge AB of the triangle.
In this paper, we propose two basic characterizations of the severity of TIVs. The first one is the relative severity and is defined as follows:
G r ranges from 0 (minimum severity) to 1 (maximum severity). Relative severity is an interesting metric, but it may be argued that for small triangles, a high relative severity may not be that critical. Therefore we also define a second metric called the absolute severity, which is defined as follows:
Note that we have normalized this metric with respect to the Diameter of the network, so that it also ranges from 0 (minimum severity) to 1 (maximum severity). Note that Diameter represents the maximal delay between any two points in the network.
In the sequel, we will refer to specific severity thresholds and select TIVs whose severities are above them. We can select all TIVs such that G r ≥ th r , or G ar ≥ th ar , or even when both thresholds are exceeded.
Results
We first define some notations. Let K be the total number of triangles in the two data sets. For the p2psim data set, we found K = 854, 773, 676, of which 105, 329, 511 (representing 12%) are TIVs, whereas K = 2598, 842, 308 and the percentage of TIVs is equal to 23.5% for Meridian data set. We divide the whole range of RTTs in our data set (from 0 to Diameter) into 160 ( resp. 600) equal bins of 5ms each for p2psim data (resp. Meridian). The maximum delay between any two nodes (i.e. Diameter) in p2psim data and Meridian data are respectively 800 ms and 3000 ms. Probably, the large diameter noticed in Meridian data is due to the presence of few outliers within the data set. Howeover, only 0.03% of all pair-wise RTT measurements in Meridian data are upper than 1000 ms.
Let K i be the number of triangles in the ith bin. By convention, we say that triangle ABC is in bin i if its longest edge AB is in that bin. Let K ′ i be the number of TIVs in the ith bin. We begin our analysis by showing the proportion of TIVs is each bin, namely
Ki , for different severity thresholds. Figure 2 (a) ), we filter out TIVs whose absolute severity is below th ar = 0.025 (resp. th ar = 0.005), which actually means below 20 ms (resp. 15 ms) with respect to our diameter of 800 ms for p2psim data (resp. 3000 ms for Meridian). All these curves have basically the same shapes. We can see clearly that large triangles (say above 400 ms) are more likely (severe) TIVs.
Let P i the probability for a triangle ABC, chosen at random in the data set, to be (a) in the bin i and (b) to be a (severe) TIV, namely:
Obviously, P i is simply the number of TIVs in the bin i divided by the total number of triangles. The distribution of TIVs in p2psim and Meridian data is depicted on Figure 3 and Figure 4 . As expected, Figure 3 is less conclusive than Figure 1 , but it still shows that few severe TIVs are found in small triangles, that is below 100 ms. Similar behavior can be observed in Figure 4 where the edges shorter than 60 ms cause slight violations. Moreover, the TIV severity of edges has an irregular relationship with their lengths. For instance, in Figure 4 the TIV severity has a peak for the edges around 80 − 100 ms.
This motivates our hierarchical approach to build a coordinate system. If we create clusters whose diameters do not exceed too much 100 ms, we may expect much fewer severe TIVs in each cluster, which is likely to improve the accuracy of intra-cluster coordinate systems. However, so far the impact of TIVs on the coordinates embedding remains hypothetical. In the next section, we will quantify this impact on one of the prominent P2P coordinate systems, namely Vivaldi.
Impact of TIVs on Vivaldi
Vivaldi [5] , the focus of our present study, is based on a simulation of springs, where the position of the nodes that minimizes the potential energy of the spring also minimizes the embedding error. It is described in further details in the following section.
Vivaldi Overview
Vivaldi is fully distributed, requiring no fixed network infrastructure and no distinguished nodes. A new node computes its coordinate after collecting latency information from only a few other nodes. Basically, Vivaldi places a spring between each pair of nodes (i, j) with a rest length set to the known RT T (i, j). An identical Vivaldi procedure runs on every node. Each sample provides information that allows a node to update its coordinate. The algorithm handles high error nodes by computing weights for each received sample. The sample used by each node, i is based on measurement to a node, j, its coordinates x j and the estimated error reported by j, e j . A relative error of this sample is then computed as follows:
The node then computes the sample weight balancing local and remote error : w i = e i /(e i + e j ), where e i is the node's current (local) error, representing node i confidence in its own coordinate. This sample weight is used to update an adaptive timestep, δ i defining the fraction of the way the node is allowed to move toward the perfect position for the current sample: δ i = C c × w i , where C c is a constant fraction < 1. The node updates its local coordinates as the following:
where u(x i − x j ) is a unit vector giving the direction of i's displacement. Finally, it updates its local error as e i = e s × w i + e i × (1 − w i ). The reader should note that after convergence of a Vivaldi system, the relative local error variation is of the order of a few percent (e.g. +/-0.05).
Vivaldi considers a few possible coordinate spaces that might better capture the underlying structure of the Internet. Coordinates embedding map into different geometric spaces, where nodes are computing their coordinates, e.g., 2D, 3D or 5D Euclidean spaces, spherical coordinates, etc.
Results
In this section, we present the results of an extensive simulation study of the Vivaldi system. For the simulation scenarios, we used the p2psim discrete-event simulator [10] , which comes with an implementation of the Vivaldi system.
Unless otherwise stated, each Vivaldi node has 32 neighbors (i.e. is attached to 32 springs), half of which being chosen to be among the closest nodes. The constant fraction C c for the adaptive timestep (see section 3.1) was set to 0.25. These values are those recommended in [5] . The system was considered stabilized when all relative errors converged to a value varying by at most 0.02 for 10 simulation ticks. We observed that Vivaldi always converged within 1800 simulation ticks, which represents a convergence time of over 8 hours (1 tick is roughly 17 seconds). Our results are obtained for a 2-dimensional euclidean space.
In order to observe the impact of TIVs on Vivaldi nodes, and in particular on the embedding performance, we could define the notion of TIVs involvement through different considerations. In this paper, we consider a node to be more or less involved into TIVs according to the number of times it belongs to a TIV. The more node C appears in bad triangles A i B j C, i = j, the more C is considered involved into TIVs situations. In Figure 5(a) , considering the p2psim data, we plot the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the average relative error (ARE) of the top 100 nodes involved in TIVs. We compare such distribution to the CDF of all nodes' relative errors in a flat Vivaldi system. Note that the ARE is computed for each node as the average prediction errors (along all the nodes) yielded by the Vivaldi system at the last tick of our simulations.
where S is the set of all nodes in the system. Figure 5 (a) shows that, while for the distribution of errors on all the nodes of the system, more than 90% of these nodes have an ARE less than 0.3, this percentage falls down to only 50% when considering the most involved nodes in TIVs. The coordinates computation at the level of these implicated nodes is spoiled out.
It is also worth observing the variation of coordinates in the Vivaldi system. In fact, even though the system converges in the sense that the relative errors at each node stabilizes, these errors could be so high that a great variation of the coordinate of a node barely affects the associated error. We can define such coordinates oscillation as the distance between any two consecutive coordinates. The average oscillations values are computed as the average of the oscillations during the last 500 ticks of our Vivaldi simulation. Figure 5 (b) shows the CDF of these average oscillations, comparing again the distributions through all nodes and of the top 100 nodes involved in TIVs. We clearly see that the impact of TIVs can be considered as very serious with nodes involved in more TIV triangles seeing a large increase in their average oscillations values. As expected, the same trend has been observed in the Meridian data. For lack of space, we do not present the Meridian's figures here.
In light of these observations on the serious impact of TIVs on the coordinates embedding and based on our findings related to the distributions of TIVs in the Internet, the main intuition behind our proposal of a hierarchical structure of Vivaldi is to mitigate the impact of most severe TIVs. In this way, nodes would perform a more accurate embedding at least in restricted spaces.
Two-Tier Vivaldi
This section is divided into three parts. First, we present an overview of our TwoTier architecture. Second, we define the clustering method we experimented with and, finally, we compare the results obtained with our Two-Tier Vivaldi to those obtained with a flat Vivaldi.
Overview
Recall from our section 2 that small triangles are less often (severe) TIVs. Any 3 edges with small RTTs (say < 150ms as observed in section 2) should be more adequate to construct a metric space without violating too much the Triangle Inequality laws. Put simply, shorter paths are more embeddable than longer paths that tend to create more severe TIVs with high absolute errors.
In this section, we exploit such property to deal with TIVs severity and their serious impact on network coordinates, by proposing a Two-Tier Vivaldi approach. The main idea is to divide the set of nodes into clusters and to run an independent Vivaldi in each cluster. Clusters are composed of a set of nodes within a given coverage distance.
Since Vivaldi instances running on each cluster are independent, nodes are collecting latency information from only a few other neighbors located within the same cluster. In this way, coordinates of nodes belonging to different clusters cannot be used to estimate the RTT between these nodes. We keep then running a Vivaldi system at a higher level (i.e. the whole set of nodes) in order to ensure that coordinates computed between any two nodes belonging to different clusters, 'make sense'. Coordinates computed at the lower (resp. higher) level of clusters are called local coordinates (resp. global coordinates). Next, we describe how we set up the clusters we experimented with to illustrate our results on the Two-Tier Vivaldi structure.
Clustering method
We have first based our clusters recognition on the coordinates as observed by running a flat Vivaldi over the p2psim and Meridian data set. As already shown by Dabek et al. [5] , 2-D coordinates lead to five major clusters of nodes for p2psim data. We took the three most populated as our main clusters by carefully setting the coverage (diameter) of each cluster smaller than 150ms. For Meridian data, 2-D coordinates lead to three major clusters with a set of nodes sparsely distributed. Nodes that have not been selected in any cluster would then be considered in only the higher level of the architecture, using only their global coordinates.
However, this first step in our cluster selection is only based on the estimated RTTs (as predicted by the flat Vivaldi) and not on the actual RTTs between nodes.
In fact, according to their relative errors, some nodes can be misplaced by the flat Vivaldi and clusters could have their diameters larger than expected. Our second step has then consisted in a cross-checking of our preliminary clustering using the delay matrix. We proceed in a recursive way as follows: for any two nodes belonging to the same cluster, the cluster constraint is that the distance between these two nodes should be less than the cluster diameter. We then begin by verifying this cluster constraint testing it on all the pairs of each cluster according to their actual distance provided by the delay matrix. Afterwards, we remove the top node that causes more violations of the constraint 3 . We then recursively check the cluster constraint until no more pairs inside the cluster violate the cluster constraint. Following this clusters selection method, we obtained the clusters described in Figure 6 for p2psim and Meridian data. 
Performance evaluation of the Two-tier Vivaldi
First, we use the relative error as our main performance indicator. Again, we compute the ARE over all nodes to represent the accuracy of the overall system. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) represent the CDFs of the relative error of nodes belonging to our three clusters 6(a). We clearly see that relative errors computed based on local coordinates inside the clusters are much less than errors as computed using global coordinates (the Flat Vivaldi labeled curves). In cluster 2, for instance, more than 90% of nodes predicting their distances inside the cluster, achieve on average a relative error less than 0.3. When using the flat Vivaldi, over half of the population of the set of nodes in cluster 2, is computing coordinates with an ARE more than 0.5. Worse cases (for the flat Vivaldi system) are observed with respect to nodes in cluster 3, as depicted in Figure 7 (b), where the flat Vivaldi system collapses with very high effective relative errors for more than 70% of the nodes. In the Two-Tier architecture, nodes are clearly performing much better. We observed the same trend for the Meridian data.
It is worth noticing here that cluster 3 is the smallest cluster in terms of Diameter. The observation of the embedding relative errors in this cluster confirm then our findings related to the effect of edges lengths on the TIVs severity and thus on their impact on the embedding. More generally, improvements inside these clusters is explained by the fact that intra cluster nodes, when computing their local coordinates select only close by nodes as their neighbors. This constraints the node-to-neighbors edges lengths and thus reduces the selection of severe TIVs likelihood. When encountering severe TIVs that cause high absolute errors, a node updates its coordinate, by jumping back and forth across its actual position. When limited to TIVs of low absolute severity, a node converges 'smoothly' towards an approximation of its correct position, then would stick to such position, and oscillate much less. In essence, it gains confidence in its local error faster (see 3.1) and performs more accurate embedding.
Limiting the neighborhood inside the cluster should then limit the high oscillations due to long and severe TIVs. In a second step, we then observed the coordinates' oscillation of nodes belonging to our three clusters. Again, we consider the average oscillations values as the average oscillations during the last 500 ticks of our simulations. We can observe that the three curves representing the CDF of the Two-Tier architecture nodes oscillations are those that are the highest in Figure 8 plitude. For instance, in Figure 8 (a) more than 80% of the average oscillations are less than 3 ms when nodes are computing local coordinates, whereas, only 40% of nodes in flat Vivaldi have, their oscillations less than this value. As can be seen, for Meridian data (Figure 8(b) ), nodes oscillate over large ranges. More than 50% of nodes in flat Vivaldi have their oscillations superior to 5 ms.
Discussions and Conclusions
We have presented a Two-Tier architecture to mitigate the impact of potential Triangle Inequality Violations, which often occur in the Internet. We have shown that larger triangles are more likely (severe) TIVs, with respect to the distribution of RTTs in the Internet. Previous proposals of different coordinate systems focus on the geometric properties of the coordinate space and look for which space is the most convenient to embed RTTs. Our architecture does not rely on such approach, but it is instead based on clustering nodes to mitigate the impact of severe TIVs. Within their cluster, nodes use more accurate local coordinates to predict intra-cluster distances, and keep using global coordinates when predicting longer distances towards nodes belonging to foreign clusters. Knowing that coordinate systems are often used to characterize the set of close by neighbors in an overlay distribution or to select the closest download server, our approach thus succeeds where methods based on space dimensionality or properties would fail.
Although this paper focused on Vivaldi for measurements and experimentations, the Two-Tier architecture proposed is independent of the embedding protocol used. It is important to note that the deployment of our Two-Tier architecture does not equate to imposing any changes in the coordinate system process we use. Indeed, apart from running two different instantiations at the level of each cluster and at a higher level, our method does not entail any change to the operations of the embedding protocols. Our proposed method would then be general enough to be applied in the context of coordinates computed by other Internet coordinate system than Vivaldi.
Even though this paper does not address the problem of clustering techniques, and rather uses an oracle-based technique where coordinates and delay matrix are known, we note that different solutions to such issues have been proposed elsewhere (e.g. [15] ).
Finally, we have also quantified the impact of TIVs on the embedding performance, considering that a node is involved in a TIV if it is within a bad triangle. However, it could also be argued that, in different embedding protocols, given a set of neighbors, the most involved node in TIVs is not necessarily affecting its non-neighbors measurements and coordinates. Other TIVs involvement definitions could be considered in order to refine the impact of TIVs on the embedding process. We can, for instance, consider that a node is involved in a TIV situation if it appears in a bad triangle and it considers the two other nodes of this bad triangle as its neighbors in the coordinate computation. Such new knowledge and our findings characterizing the TIVs severity could be leveraged to manage the neighbors selection in coordinate systems in order to alleviate the TIV severity at the higher-level of our Two-Tier architecture.
